
From: "Hipius, Joseph J." <Joseph.Hipius@us.ngrid.com> 
Date: June 17, 2010 10:40:28 AM EDT 
To: "Henry Chao" <HChao@nyiso.com> 
Cc: "Alan Adamson" <aadamson@nycap.rr.com>, 
<Glenn.Haake@Dynegy.com>, "Paul DeCotis" <pdecotis@lipower.org>, "Chris 
LaRoe"  <christopher@ippny.org>, "Erin Hogan" <eph@nyserda.org>, 
"Sedewitz, Carol A." <CAROL.SEDEWITZ@us.ngrid.com>, "Steve DeCarlo"  
<Steve.Decarlo@nypa.gov>, "Tom Duffy" <tduffy@cenhud.com>, "Mike Mager" 
<mmager@couchwhite.com>, "Mike Forte" <fortem@coned.com>, "Mayer 
Sasson" <sassonm@coned.com>, "Mark Cordeiro"  <markc@plmnet.com>, 
"John Hauber" <john_hauber@rge.com>, "John Adams"  <jadams@nyiso.com>, 
"Joe Fluery" <jcfleury@nyseg.com>, "George Smith"  <georgepe5@aol.com>, 
"George Loehr" <gloehr@eLucem.com>, "Ed Schrom"  <ecs@dps.state.ny.us>, 
"Dahl, Curt J." <cdahl@service.lipower.org>, "Bruce Ellsworth" 
<ellsworth@conknet.com>, "Bob Loughney"  <rloughney@couchwhite.com>, 
"Carl Patka" <cpatka@nyiso.com>, "Paul Gioia" <pgioia@dl.com>, "Don 
Raymond" <P.Raymond40@Gmail.com>, "Rick Gonzales" 
<rgonzales@nyiso.com>, "Rich Bolbrock"  <RBolbrock@aol.com>, "Christopher 
Wentlent" <Chris.Wentlent@AES.com>, "Arnie Schuff" <Schuff.a@nypa.gov>, 
"Bill Clagett"  <williamclagett@yahoo.com>, "Fanning, Steven M."  
<Steven.Fanning@us.ngrid.com>, "Roger Clayton"  
<roger.clayton@electricpowerresources.com> 
Subject: Proposed Reliability Rule 103 - implementation by NYISO 
 
Henry,       At the June NYSRC EC meeting, I indicated that PRR 103 (System 
Data Requirements) appeared acceptable as written, but that before the EC 
votes to approve it, it would be helpful to understand how the NYISO interprets 
the rule and the general direction that the NYISO would be taking in 
implementing it. 

    It is possible to read this rule in a way which could result in implementation 
requirements that the market participants in general, but more specifically the 
transmission owners, might find onerous.  It is also possible to read and 
implement the rule in very reasonable ways that would not impose undue 
burdens.  All I am looking for is some reassurance that if the rule is approved by 
the EC, the NYISO's vision for implementation is something we can live with. 

    I expect that the rule will ultimately be implemented by NYISO through a 
technical bulletin, and I am not looking for draft language at this point.  I know 
that the NYISO has a committee structure and procedures that are the 
appropriate forum for that.  I am not trying to force the EC into those processes. 

    To make this simple, I've listed below the areas of concern that you and your 
staff can comment on prior to the next EC meeting.  If we generally view the 
implementation in roughly the same way, I'll be happy to support an vote to 
approve PRR 103 at the July EC meeting.  However, if there are areas where the 



NYISO's vision for implementation differs in major ways, I'll suggest that we need 
some further discussion. 

    Here are the areas of concern, for NYISO comment:       1.  Data 
screening   My understanding is that the NYISO will develop a tool to flag data 
that appear to be outside normally encountered ranges.  The TOs will be asked 
to either confirm that the such data are actually correct, or to provide corrected 
data.  This is reasonable to me and I don't think there's any disagreement on this 
point. 

2.  What data must be reviewed and certified?   System configuration, 
impedances, and transformer tap data are reasonable items for review by the 
TOs.  However, load data is so frequently adjusted and scaled to meet various 
different needs that it should not be the TOs responsibility to certify that data.  
Except for specific facilities that are identified as limiting, the TOs should also not 
be expected to review the ratings for elements in the cases.  (Operating and 
planning cases sometimes handle ratings differently.) 

3.  Frequency/depth of base case review   Generally starting with the FERC 
715 base cases, the NYISO makes changes and adjustments to create new 
cases for many different purposes during the course of the year.  A few examples 
are: the CSPP process, RNA, and CARIS analyses; the feasibilty and SRIS 
studies for individual proposed generators; the class year facilities studies; and 
seasonal operating studies.  In order to fulfill its duties under PRR 103, will the 
NYISO require the TOs to review and certify the accuracy of all of the data for 
their systems for every case sent out to them for review?  

Given that these cases often come out in bunches (for generator 
interconnections) and that the review time is limited, I am concerned about the 
scope of the reviews the TOs will have to perform.  My view is: 

◦ The TOs should do a comprehensive review of the FERC 715 cases to 
be sure that they are correct. 
◦ Having done so, they should not be required to certify a comprehensive 
review of cases derived from the FERC 715 cases. 
◦ It will be reasonable for the TOs to certify that the model is correct in 
close electrical proximity to proposed generators when those types of cases are 
sent for review--but not the entire case. 
◦  
4.  What will be required to demonstrate compliance?   Will some form of 
record-keeping be required by the NYISO, involving records of the TOs certifying 
the accuracy of their data?  How will the NYISO demonstrate compliance to 
RCMS?  What will the NYISO expect the TOs to do, if anything, to satisfy this 
need?  My view is that, upon request, the TOs can send an email to the NYISO 
indicating that they have completed the requested data review, and either find it 
accurate withing the limited scope of the review, or in need of corrections that 



they will provide.  My view is that the NYISO would do any record-keeping 
necessary (perhaps filing TO responses) to satisfy RCMS auditing needs, not the 
TOs. 

 
Thanks for helping to clarify the NYISO's views on PRR 103.       Joe 

    Joseph J. Hipius   Manager, Transmission Planning -NY   National Grid   300 Erie 
Blvd. West   Syracuse, NY 13202 

315-428-5783 (office)   315-247-1369 (cell) 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 
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